
The Hoppy Bender is hands down the smartest & most innovative 
bender on the market. We have revolutionized the way electricians 
bend pipe - it has never been easier or faster than it is now with the 
Hoppy Bender.

EASY AS 1,2,3!

Features:
- A "Stop" attached to the Bender head used to create exact & repeatable bends every time.
- Simplified "Multipliers" engraved into the bender for placing the  "Stop" prior to making off  
  sets & four-point saddles.
- Special 22.5 and 45 degree marks engraved into the bender for placement of conduit bend     
marks as well as standard degree marks for stop placement. 
- Used together for bending three-point saddles without reversing the conduit in the shoe.
- Handy reference charts attached to the handle for locating bend marks.

Step One
Read table and mark pipe Step Two

Set Stop

Step Three

Part#
57050 - 1/2" Hoppy Bender 
57075 - 3/4" Hoppy Bender 
57002 - Replacement Handle
57005 - Replacement Thumb Screw

57050LAB -1/2" Replacement Label
57057 - 1/2" Replacement Swing-Stop
57075LAB - 3/4" Replacement Label
57077 - 3/4" Replacement Swing-Stop

Part# #57090

The Kick Wedge is a tool designed to help level out your 90 degree bend before adding your kick or 
second 90 to your conduit. Unlevel bending surfaces or where you grab your conduit with the bender 
shoe will raise your 90 off the ground differently every time, so having a tiered platform to cycle 
through will help you level your 90 no matter the circumstance. The kick wedge tiers will accept 1/2", 
3/4", 1", and even 1 1/4" conduit sizes. 
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Part#
57050 - 1/2" Hoppy Bender 
57075 - 3/4" Hoppy Bender 
57002 - Replacement Handle
57005 - Replacement Thumb Screw

Features: 
- Handles 3 sizes: ½", ¾” and 1".
- No more kinks
- Reduce your PVC inventory
- Does compound bends
- Perfect match for any PVC heater

Part# 59130

Features: 
- Patent Pending
- Mounts to most lifting platforms
- Bends ½”, ¾” and 1”

 The Bender’s Friend is a lightweight, portable 90 degree PVC bending template.

The first of its kind Skybender bends 1/2", 3/4" and 1" 
conduit while mounted to your lift. Save time and energy 
without having to go up and down to complete your 
bends. It will work even on the ceiling between the beams, 
with a single worker. 

Conduit systems can be completed up to 2x faster while 
at the same time eliminating various safety concerns.

The Skybender also includes a three-dimensional reamer 
and an integrated pipe straightener to optimize your 
bending job. 

The angles are more accurate, with a direct view of the marks and ninety degree bends 
are easy to validate with the guards. Identical easy-to-use markings of a traditional 
bender, meaning no learning curve necessary. Once you bend in the sky, you’ll never want 
to be grounded again!

Part# 57123

Lift Mounted Conduit Bender


